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Mr. Subroto bagchi, Chairman, Odisha Skill Development Authority met with
the working DDU-GKY candidates in Bangalore.

STORIES OF
LIVES IMPACTED

“SELF-BELIEF AND HARD WORK WILL ALWAYS
EARN YOU SUCCESS.”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Odisha, Duli Hansda D/o- Dasmat
Hansda never lost her self-confidence and
finished her training in April, 2015 in Bangalore
and got placed herself in one of the popular
Retail Sectors that is in “ Trent Limited” by
“Westside” as a Sales Associate in the “City of
Silicon Valley-Bangalore”

“I LEARNED THE VALUE OF HARD WORK BY
WORKING HARD”

Sunita Nayak from Fatepur of Bhadrak District
decided to pursue something different. So she
got herself enrolled in Auto & Auto
components course and completed her training
successfully & got herself placed in “Trent Ltd”
as a Sales Associate in Bangalore.

“HARD WORK IS MUST FOR SUCCESS”
O u r Tr a i n e e S u m a t i N a y a k , D / o
Chakradhar Nayak from Bhadrak district
completed her course in retail and got
placed in “Trent Ltd” Bengaluru as a Sales
Officer earning a monthly emolument of
8550 INR/Month.

“ONLY YOU CAN ACHIEVE WHAT U WANT
BY HARD WORK”
Sushma Sahoo, D/o Niranjan Sahoo from
Bhadrak district got herself placed as a Sales
Associate in “Trent Ltd” Bangalore and earns
a monthly emolument of 8550/- after
finishing her training successfully and leads
a life without depending on others.

“MY HARDWORK PAID OFF”
Our trainee Akash Kumar Jena, S/o Purushuttam
Jena from Bhadrak District had no idea what to
do after his 10th until he joined the training
under DDU-GKY and after finishing his training
successfully got placed in “Trent Ltd” as a Sales
Associate and earns a monthly remuneration of
8550/-

“BECAME INDEPENDENT BECAUSE OF
HARD WORK AND TRAINING”
Our trainee Chinmayee Das , from the Bhadrak
district after getting herself trained skillfully
under DDU- GKY got herself placed successfully
in “Trent Ltd” at Bangalore as a Sales Associate
with a monthly emolument of 8550 INR and is
able to support the rest of her family.

“SELF CONFIDENCE IS THE KEY”
Sandhyarani Behera, D/o Naba Behera from Puri
district is a girl who wants to live her life without
depending on anyone. So she enrolled and
co m p l e te d t h e t ra i n i n g u n d e r D D U - G K Y
successfully and then got herself placed in
“Trent Ltd” as a Sales associate with monthly
emolument of 8550/ helping herself to gain
more self-confidence.

“HARD WORK AND DEDICATION ARE KEYS
TO SUCCESS”
Our Trainee Priyabala Madhusmita Behera D/o
Sankarsan Parida from Bhadrak district after
finishing her training under DDU-GKY decided to
give back the knowledge and training back to
students by serving in the same organization as a
Senior Counsellor at Edujobs Academy Pvt. Ltd,
Khurda.

“SUCCESS IS THE FRUIT OF HARD WORK
DEDICATION AND DISCIPLINE”
Our Trainee Rasmita Panigrahi , D/o Prafulla
Panigrahi is serving as a Customer Care
Executive after completing her training
successfully at EduJobs Academy Pvt. Ltd,
Khurda and earns a monthly emolument of
8550/ and is living with a self-satisfaction of
being an independent girl.

HARDWORK IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS”
Our Trainee Loknath Biswal, S/o Hadibandhu Biswal from
Khurda District after finishing his training in the year 2014
decided to give back his learning to the organization from
where he gathered all the knowledge and skills .Thus he
joined in EduJobs Academy Pvt Ltd as a Q-Team member and
from then has been climbing the ladder of success and now
has reached up to the designation of Project Coordinator and
draws a monthly emolument of 19,000 in hand and is walking
forward towards a bright future.

“ITS NEVER TOO LATE TO WORK HARD”

Sonali Das, D/o Baikuntha Das from Puri
District wanted to pursue something
different in her career. So after finishing
her training under DDU-GKY she got
herself placed as a MIS-Executive in
Edujobs Academy Pvt Ltd.

“DEDICATION AND DISCIPLINE HELPS TO
ACHIEVE SUCCESS”

Our Trainee Santoshi Nayak, D/o Ajaya Nayak
from the district of Kendrapara after finishing
her training successfully got placed in Gaur
Industrial Pvt. Limited in Gujarat as a Trainee
Associate with a Monthly emolument of 7000/INR.

“THERE IS NO SHORTCUT TO SUCCESS”

Sasmita Si, D/o Biswamitra Si from Mayurbhanj
district is a girl full of self-confidence and hunger
to learn. After completing the training under
DDU-GKY successfully she got herself placed in
“Trent Ltd” as a Sales associate with monthly
emolument of 8550/-.

“THE FRUITS OF HARDWORK ARE ALWAYS SWEET”

Siku Samal, S/o Suresh Chandra Samal from Cuttack
district after completing the training under DDU-GKY
successfully got himself placed in “Home Stop” as a
Sales associate with monthly emolument of 8550/- in
Bangalore and now is earning a handsome monthly
emolument of 27,000/- since last 4 months and feels
proud to be the bread-winner of his family.

“SUCCESS IS ALL ABOUT USING IT TO HELP
OTHERS”
Prabodh Kumar Swain, S/o Pramod Kumar Swain
from Cuttack district after completing the training
under DDU-GKY successfully decided to understand
the problems of students and guide them and thus
choose to be a Trainer. So he got himself placed in
“Edujobs Academy Pvt Ltd” /- in Khurda and is happy
helping students training under DDU-GKY.

“THERE IS NO ALTERNATIVE TO HARDWORK
FOR SUCCESS”
Our Trainee Bijay Kumar Jena, S/o Rabindra Jena
from Balesore district got himself Placed in “Trent
Ltd” as a Sales associate with monthly emolument
of 8550/- after successful completion of his training
and said he is happy working there when asked for
his feedback.

“HARDWORK PAYS EQUAL SUCCESS TO ALL”
Our Trainee Lambodar Kumar, S/o from a backward
district never lost his confidence and worked hard
and got himself Placed in one of the Top Retail
Outlets “Shoppers Stop” as a Sales associate with
monthly emolument of 12,000/- after successful
completion of his training and is happy to be the
bread winner for his family and source of inspiration
for others in his area.

“SUCCESS KNOWS NO GENDER, ITS EQUAL
FOR ALL”
Our Trainee Mamta Nihal, D/o Romanchal Nihal
from Kalahandi district completed his course Under
DDU-GKY and got placed in “Trent Ltd” Bangalore
as a Sales Associate earning a monthly emolument
of 8550/- and is a Source of inspiration for the girls
of her village.

“KEEP WORKING HARD, YOU WILL SUCCEED
DEFINITELY”

Our trainee Ripika Kumar, from Kalahandi district
after getting herself trained skillfully under DDUGKY got herself placed successfully in “Trent Ltd”
at Bangalore as a Sales Associate with a monthly
emolument of 8550/ and is able to support the
rest of her family and is happy about it.

“HARD WORK MAKES DIFFICULT THINGS
EASIER”
Our Trainee Chittaranjan Parida, S/o Daitri Parida
from Puri district worked hard and got himself
Placed in one of the Top Retail Outlets “Shoppers
Stop” as a Sales associate with monthly
emolument of 12,000/- after successful
completion of his training.

“IMPOSSIBLE CAN BE MADE POSSIBLE ONLY
WITH HARD WORK”
Our Trainee Manoranjan Das, S/o Indramani Das
from Cuttack district worked hard and got himself
placed himself as a counselor at “Edujobs Academy
Pvt Ltd” in order to help students in their academics
and other activities after successful completion of
his training and when asked for feedback, replied he
is enjoying his job role in the organization.

“WORK HARDER THAN YOU DID YESTERDAY”

Sanghamitra Majhi, D/o Krushna Chandra Majhi
from the district of Dhenkanal after finishing her
training successfully, got placed in Gaur Industrial
Pvt Limited in Gujarat as a Trainee Associate with
a Monthly emolument of 7500/- INR.

“WHEN IT COMES TO SUCCESS , HARD WORK
IS UNAVOIDABLE”
Our Trainee Jhunulata Pandab, D/o Niranjan
Pandab from Bhadrak district completed her
course under DDU-GKY and got placed in “Geeta
Fashion” Khurda as a Sales Executive earning a
monthly emolument of 6000/- .

“THERE IS NO SHORTCUT TO SUCCESS EXCEPT
HARDWORK”
Kalpana Mallik, D/o Prafulla Malik from Bhadrak
district knew her potential and confidence in herself.
With the hard work and dedication in training under
DDU-GKY, she got placed in popular retail outlet
“Shoppers Stop” in Bangalore as a Sales Associate
earning a monthly emolument of 10,500/- and on
climbing her ladder to success.

“WORK HARD TO GET GOOD
WORK HARD TO GET BETTER”
Our Trainee Rashmita Pradhan, D/o Harihar Pradhan
from Bhadrak district completed her course Under
DDU-GKY and got placed in “Trent Ltd” Bangalore as
a Sales Associate earning a monthly emolument of
8550/- and is up for promotion .

“THE SECRET TO SUCCESS IS HARDWORK”
Our Trainee Mitanjali Samal, D/o Debendra
Samal from the district of Cuttack after
finishing her training successfully , got placed
in Gaur Industrial Pvt Limited in Gujarat as a
Tr a i n e e A s s o c i a t e w i t h a M o n t h l y
emolument of 7500/-.

“LIFE REWARDS THOSE WHO WORK
HARD AT IT”
Our Trainee Debraj Sahu, S/o Duryodhan
Sahu from Kalahandi district had faith in
himself. With Hard work and dedication he
got placed in “Trent Ltd” as a Sales associate
with monthly emolument of 8550/- after
successful completion of his training and said
he is happy working there and is looking for
more success in his life.

“DREAMS DON’T COME TRUE
UNLESS YOU WORK HARD”

Nilima Pradhan, D/o Amar Pradhan from
Dhenkanal district completed her course
Under DDU-GKY and got placed in “Trent Ltd”
Bangalore as a Sales Associate earning a
monthly emolument of 8550/- and moving
forward eyeing success.

“SUCCESS DEPENDS UPON THE
AMOUNT OF HARD WORK WE DO”
Gouri Mohanta , S/o Arjun Mohanta from the
district of Mayurbhanj after finishing his training
successfully , got placed in “Gaur Industrial Pvt
Limited” in Gujarat as a Trainee Associate with a
Monthly emolument of 7500/- and said, he is
enjoying his work there, when asked for
feedback.

“GIVE YOUR BEST AND GOD WILL TAKE
CARE OF THE REST”
Gyanendra Ram Rout, S/o Mahendra from
the district of Mayurbhanj after finishing his
training successfully , got placed in “Gaur
Industrial Pvt Limited” in Gujarat as a Trainee
Associate with a Monthly emolument of
7500/- and is working hard to learn new
things.

“IF YOU BELIEVE YOU CAN, THEN
DEFINITELY YOU WILL”
Our Trainee Susant Paikaray, S/o Basanta
Paikaray from Khurda district had dreams of
working in a good company. With Hard work
and dedication he got placed in one of the
famous Retail Outlet “Trent Ltd” of Westside
as a Sales associate with monthly emolument
of 8550/- after successful completion of his
training.

“STAY POSITIVE AND WORK HARD”
Our Trainee Rebati Kumar, D/o Dhansri Kumar
from Kalahandi district knew her Strengths and
had confidence in herself. With the hard work
and dedication in training under DDU-GKY, she
got placed in popular shopping outlet “Shoppers
Stop” in Bangalore as a Sales Associate earning a
monthly emolument of 8,500/- and working hard
aiming for more success.

“STAY POSITIVE AND WORK HARD”
Village life being a bed of roses was something I
use to believe growing up, but it sounds like a
distant reality after I joined EduJobs I realised
village life had a lot of hardship as I learnt the
beauty of earning money out of my hard work.
Thanks to EduJobs and DDU-GKY, I’m now capable
of earning a living for myself and my family, as it
gave me a podium to showcase my skills at the
grandest stage.
Today, I can proudly say I'm Skilled in Odisha.

“STAY POSITIVE AND WORK HARD”
Going out of my native village was something I
considered out of my league, but staying at
Bengaluru and working over there in such a grand
mall is something I never anticipated even in my
wildest dreams. But...
I’m living at a city which the youth of the country
dream of living. For this I’m forever indebted to the
place where it all began for me. Thanks EduJobs
and DDU-GKY from the bottom of my heart.
Today, I can proudly say I'm Skilled in Odisha.

“STAY POSITIVE AND WORK HARD”
When in school, I was bullied around by my friends
and seniors as my voice is low pitched. There was a
time I was so depresses that I gave up hope of
doing anything in my life. If anyone would have told
me then that I would work at Bengaluru I would
have laughed at them. Then I came to learn about a
training program named DDU-GKY, implemented by
Edujobs at KIST College. It turned my life around.
Thanks EduJobs for making me this capable. Today,
I’m proud to be Skilled in Odisha.

“WORK HARD AND BE NICE TO PEOPLE”
Pankajini Patro, D/o Narendra Patro from
Mayurbhanj District after finishing her training
successfully , got placed in “Gaur Industrial Pvt
Limited” in Gujarat as a Trainee Associate with
a Monthly emolument of 7500/- and is up to
learn new things.

A THOUSAND MORE STORIES
ARE WAITING TO BE TOLD

EduJobs Academy wins Best Performing PIA Award from
Government of Kerala

EduJobs Academy wins Best Performing PIA
PERFORMANCE Award from KDUMBASREE

STORIES OF
LIVES IMPACTED

INTERNATIONALLY
PLACED STUDENTS

“ Mr. Vishnu always had a dream of working in abroad
to support his family. After completing CRE course
from Edujob’s DDUGKY center he has attended
international placement fest and got selected in
McDonald’s for their Abu dhabi showroom. He is
really thankful to DDUGKY and Edujobs ”

“ Mr. Appu is one of the best candidate in DDUGKY first
batch of Vadakara center. He is basically from a poor family
as his father is coolly worker and only earning member of
the family. Appu was also helping his father to run the
family by doing same works as his father does after his
studies but when he heard about DDUGKY, he came to the
center and joined in it. Now after completion of training he
got international placement in Mc Donald’s, one of best
MNC “

“ Mr. Pranil CTK is thankful to DDUGKY and Edujobs for
transforming him to achieve career goals. After completing
his plus two he was confused to choose his higher
education because he do not has money. But when one of
the block coordinator told about DDUGKY and its
entitlements, he joined and undergone quality training and
then got selected in McDonald’s as international
Placements”

PLACED IN INDIA

“It’s hard to beat a person who never gives up.”
Akash a boy with high dreams right hence
childhood knew that he himself had to work hard
to get what he wanted. A course at jobs academy
gave him the wings. “Joining EduJobs Academy
was key to all my dreams” says an independent
and satisfied Akash. Today not only does he have
a decent job that allows him to get what he wants
he is also capable of fulfilling his family’s needs
and that he says is the biggest blessing.

“I learned the value of hard work by
working hard.”
“I cannot thank this institution enough .”
Says Manjusha. Manjusha who is now doing
a part time job and what is making her more
happy is the fact that is the knowledge that
she has gained from jobs academy she is
able to help her children as well.

“I know the price of success: dedication, hard
work”
Jibin tried his luck everywhere to find the job of his
choice but failed every time due to his personality and
low confidence. It is then that a friend of his suggested
he takes up a course in DDUGKY in at EduJobs Academy.
At EduJobs Academy he not only learnt how to face and
interact with people but also a lot of other things which
changed his overall personality. He also went to the same
company where he was rejected earlier, answered an
interview and this time he got selected for the post he
desired.

“Success is simple. Do what’s right, the right
way, at the right time.”
Coming from a socially and financially back warded
family Dhanya was hardly exposed to the outer
world, Dhanya decided to give her daughters better
lives ,hence decided to support her husband and
have a second income for her family. Dhanya
successfully completed the course and is working in
a private sector and proudly supporting her family
financially.

“For success, attitude is equally as important
as ability.”
Anooja gentle man in all aspects is respectful
manager at Ameba.‘I knew my destination but did not
know the path leading to my destination’ says this
humble gentleman. “At Edujobs Academy I have
learnt how to pave my path to destination”. The best
thing I have taken from this institution is the art of
socialise with different people which is what has
helped me in grow.

“Success isn’t always about greatness. it’s
about consistency.”
Married at young age Praseetha could not do much
with the education she had received. My husband’s
encouragement added with my enthusiasms brought
me to EduJobs Academy where I took up a course in
a DDUGKY .This course helped me regain my
confidence and introduced me to a whole new
professional world. ‘It was at Jobs Academy that
learned how to confidentially speak amongst a
crowd’ says Sheena. Soon she managed to get a job
at New associated Pharma at Mukka.

“Action is the foundational key to all success.”
Aswathi could not get a job of her choice that paid her well
enough to support her family and also to take care of her
father’s treatment. It was at this stage that Aswathi came
across Edujobs Academy when she managed to do a part
time course which enhanced her knowledge and helped
her to get an unexpected promotion. ‘My given experience
added with the course at EduJobs Academy gave me the
advantage of over the others who were due for promotion’
says Aswathi very happily .

“Success is simple. Do what’s right, the right way, at
the right time.”
It was then Remya came to know about DDUGKY she could
ava i l t h ro u g h D D U G K Y. “ T h e i m m e rs i v e t ra i n i n g
methodology of DDUGKY helped me to develop my
competencies and capabilities so that I could excel in every
d o m a i n o f l i fe ” s ays co nf i d e nt Re mya S o o n af te r
completing this course she is placed as a customer care
executive at KTM, Vatakara. Remya trusts that DDUGKY
provide huge relief to youngsters like her, who are
financially poor and community back warded.

“I learned the value of hard work by working hard.”
Resmi is a member of joint family at Kayanna, a village in
Perambra. She is very much passionate in fashion
designing. she noticed that still there was a lot of
talented which laid in the small village, which highly
lacked opportunities. In one fine day she came to know
about DDUGKY through one of her friends. “This course
not only boosted my confidence but also opened doors
to multiple other opportunities as whole” says Resmi
proudly. She is now an outstanding fashion designer in
Kalyan Kendra, Calicut.

“Failure is the key to success; each mistake
teaches us something”
Akhil was never focused and have no clue what he
wanted to do in his life. His worried parents after
many failed attempts managed to finally convince
Akhil to join DDUGKY course at EduJobs Academy.
Though initially he considered this as a decision
forced upon him he very soon started enjoying
the course. Akhil today has a satisfying job that he
enjoy besides the income that he contributes to
his family.

“For success, attitude is equally as important as ability.”
Praful had already decided that he did not want to pursue
further studies. He wanted to do some course that would
lead him a decent job. Completion of DDUGKY course at
EduJobs Academy was a stepping stone for him as he is now
a sales executive at BAJAJ. “Once I completed DDUGKY
course there was no looking back I have only targeted high
from a sales executive to a floor manager and archived to be
a sales manager very soon” says confident Praful.

“It’s hard to beat a person who never gives up.”
Abin aspired to take up further studies. However, due to his
family’s financial conditions he could not pursue his studies.
When he came across DDUGKY he decided to join in for a
course and choose EduJobs Academy. This course helped
him to develop his personality, improved his English and
also the flexibility gave him enough time to do a part time
job. Abin today has successfully completed his course and
also has made enough money to enrol himself for his
further studies.

“I learned the value of hard work by working hard.”
“DDUGKY course is the turning point of my life. Now
looking backwards, I think the decision to take the
course from Edujobs Academy is definitely the wisest
decision that I have ever made in my life. Magnificent
result that transforms a person who joins the course
professionally is beyond words. If you are pin pointing
success, then I am sure, you have to open the door of
Edujobs Academy”

“Action is the foundational key to all success.”
“I owe EduJobs Academy big time” says the
present sales executive of Jayalakshmi Textiles
Mrs Jincy. Hailing from a low income family, Jincy
never knew her dreams will come true. Then she
joined EduJobs Academy and with help of classes
and sections here she was able to get a decent
placement.

“I learned the value of hard work by
working hard.”
Jancy never knew her life was about to change
when she joined EduJobs Academy. Jancy was an
introvert who was shy to interact with society. But
always had a dream of taking care of her family.
Her interactive skills were boosted by taking the
course. Today she works for a reputed company
Levelly Thing as CRM executive with a good pay.

“For success, attitude is equally as important
as ability.”
Dreams come through proper guidelines. As a
village girl Dhrishya always dreamt of improving
her language skills as it will be the key to a good
job. Then she heard of DDUGKY course and joined
Edujobs Academy. As classes progressed she
realized her fear regarding language went off
slowly. Today she is placed as a CRM executive.

“I learned the value of hard work by working hard.”
Though his family was very supportive, financially
they could not fulfill all of Vyshak’s dreams of
higher studies. “Joining jobs academy was key to
all my dreams” says an independent and satisfied
Vyshaka. Today not only does he have a decent
job that allows him to get what he wants he is
also capable fulfilling his family’s needs and that
he says is the biggest blessing.

EduJobs Academy wins Best Performing PIA Award from
Government of Kerala

Stress is given on theoretical and practical training

Sports and outdoor activities

Guest Lecturer gives his speech to engage students

EduJobs Guntur canter celebrating Republic Day

Certificate Distribution
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“Failure is the key to success; each mistake
teaches us something”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, Khagga Yedukondalu
S/o Sinivasa Rao - never lost his self-confidence
and finished his training in August, 2017 in Guntur
and Got placed himself in one of the popular
Retail Sectors that is in “Big C” as a Sales Associate
in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM
and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"Success usually comes to those who are too
busy to be looking for it."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known
in Andhra Pradesh, Jujjuvarapu Lakshmi Priya D/o
Nireekashana Rao- never lost her self-confidence
and finished her training in August, 2017 in Guntur
and Got placed herself in one of the popular
Computer Organization that is in “Xpert Solutions”
as a Compute Operator in the “Vijayawada”. I am
thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt.
Ltd.

“Before anything else, preparation is the key to
success.”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known
in Andhra Pradesh, Jujjuvarapu Lakshmi Priya D/o
Pichaya never lost her self-confidence and finished
her training in August, 2017 in Guntur and Got
placed herself in one of the popular Computer
Organization that is in “Xpert Solutions” as a
Compute Operator in the “Vijayawada. I am thankful
to SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

“Failure is the key to success; each mistake
teaches us something”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known
in Andhra Pradesh, Kommukuri Swetha D/o Babu
Rao never lost her self-confidence and finished her
training in August, 2017 in Guntur and Got placed
herself in one of the popular Computer Organization
that is in “Xpert Solutions” as a Compute Operator
in the “Vijayawada”. I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM
and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

“The key to success is to focus our conscious
mind on things we desire not things we fear.”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, Konda Sandhya Rani
D/o Sathish never lost her self-confidence and
finished her training in August, 2017 in Guntur and
Got placed herself in one of the popular Computer
Organization that is in “Xpert Solutions” as a
Computer Operator in the “Vijayawada”. I am
thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy
Pvt. Ltd.

“I always say be humble but be firm. Humility and
openness are the key to success without
compromising your beliefs.”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known in
Andhra pradesh, Bandi Sudeepthi D/o Yesub never lost
her self-confidence and finished her training in August,
2017 in Guntur and Got placed herself in one of the
popular Computer Organization that is in “Xpert
Solutions” as a Compute Operator in the “Vijayawada”. I
am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt.
Ltd.

“Success usually comes to those who are too
busy to be looking for it”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known in
Andhra Pradesh, Muttavarapu Sree Ram S/o Sinivasa
Rao - never lost his self-confidence and finished his
training in August, 2017 in Guntur and Got placed
himself in one of the popular Retail Sectors that is in
“Wok Center” as a Sales Associate in the “Vijayawada”.
I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy
Pvt. Ltd.

"If you set your goals ridiculously high and it's a
failure, you will fail above everyone else's success."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known
in Andhra Pradesh, Pambi Poulu S/o Ravi never lost
his self-confidence and finished his training in August,
2017 in Guntur and Got placed himself in one of the
popular Retail Sectors that is in “D Mart” as a Sales
Associate in the “Vijayawada”. I am thankful to
SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"Things work out best for those who make the
best of how things work out."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, Mekala Gangadhar S/o
Nageswara Rao - never lost his self-confidence and
finished his training in August, 2017 in Guntur and
Got placed himself in one of the popular Retail
Sectors that is in “Roovy” as a Sales Associate in
the “Vijayawada”. I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM
and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

“If you are not willing to risk the usual, you will
have to settle for the ordinary."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, Ramala Bevington S/oSundara Rao never lost his self-confidence and
finished his training in August, 2017 in Guntur and
Got placed himself in one of the popular Retail
Sectors that is in “Honda” as a Sales Associate in
the “Vijayawada”. I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM
and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"Success is walking from failure to failure with
no loss of enthusiasm."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known
in Andhra Pradesh, Tammisetti Ankaraju S/o
Jamalaya never lost his self-confidence and
finished his training in August, 2017 in Guntur and
Got placed himself in one of the popular Retail
Sectors that is in “Navatha” as a Supervisor in the
“Vijayawada”. I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and
EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"Opportunities don't happen. You create them."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, Shaik Saleem S/o jaffer never lost his self-confidence and finished his
training in August, 2017 in Guntur and Got placed
himself in one of the popular Retail Sectors that is
in “Navatha” as a Supervisor in the “Vijayawada”. I
am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS
Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"Try not to become a person of success, but
rather try to become a person of value."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, Thotakura
Venkateswara Rao S/o sambaiah - never lost his
self-confidence and finished his training in August,
2017 in Guntur and Got placed himself in one of
the popular Retail Sectors that is in “Navahtha” as
a Supervisor in the “Vijayawada”. I am thankful to
SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"The best revenge is massive success."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, Gaddam Gopi S/o
Jeevaratnam - never lost his self-confidence and
finished his training in August, 2017 in Guntur and
Got placed himself in one of the popular Retail
Sectors that is in “Navatha” as a Supervisor in the
“Vijayawada”. I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and
EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"A successful man is one who can lay a firm foundation
with the bricks others have thrown at him."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known in
Andhra Pradesh, Dasari Swarna Latha D/o Rambabu never
lost her self-confidence and finished her training in August,
2017 in Guntur and Got placed herself in one of the popular
Computer Organization that is in “TMPL Solutions” as a
Compute Operator in the “Vijayawada”. I am thankful to
SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated
day-in and day-out."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known in
Andhra Pradesh, Aduri Ramesh S/o Ramu never lost his
self-confidence and finished his training in August,
2017 in Guntur and Got placed himself in one of the
popular Computer Organization that is in “ TMPL
Solutions” as a Compute Operator in the “Vijayawada”.
I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy
Pvt. Ltd.

“I suppose your security is your success and
your key to success is your fine palate.”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known in
Andhra Pradesh, Kondaveeti Nagaraju S/o Sinivasa Rao never lost his self-confidence and finished his training in
April, 2017 in Guntur and Got placed himself in one of
the popular Retail Sectors that is in “Reliance Market”
as a Sales Associate in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to
SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"Success does not consist in never making mistakes
but in never making the same one a second time."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known in
Andhra Pradesh, Kondamudi Rakesh S/o Rambabu
never lost his self-confidence and finished his training
in April, 2017 in Guntur and Got placed himself in one
of the popular Retail Sectors that is in “Big Bazar” as a
Sales Associate in the “Guntur ”. I am thankful to
SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"Motivation is what gets you started. Habit is
what keeps you going."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known in
Andhra Pradesh, Nallapati Kiran S/o Singaiah - never
lost his self-confidence and finished his training in April,
2017 in Guntur and Got placed himself in one of the
popular Retail Sectors that is in “Big Bazaar” as a Sales
Associate in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to SEEDAP,
EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"Our greatest fear should not be of failure. but of
succeeding at things in life that don't really matter."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known in
Andhra Pradesh, Guntur Khasimsa S/o Jani basha never
lost his self-confidence and finished his training in April,
2017 in Guntur and Got placed himself in one of the
popular Retail Sectors that is in “Big Bazaar” as a Sales
Associate in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM
and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"To be successful you must accept all challenges
that come your way. You can't just accept the ones
you like."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known in
Andhra Pradesh, Mallela Sambasiva Rao S/o pitchaiah
never lost his self-confidence and finished his training in
April, 2017 in Guntur and Got placed himself in one of
the popular Retail Sectors that is in “Big Bazaar” as a
Sales Associate in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to SEEDAP,
EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"I owe my success to having listened respectfully to
the very best advice, and then going away and
doing the exact opposite."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known in
Andhra Pradesh, Garike Venkata Shiva Rao S/o Sinivasa
Rao - never lost his self-confidence and finished his
training in April, 2017 in Guntur and Got placed himself
in one of the popular Retail Sectors that is in “Reliance
Trends” as a Sales Associate in the “Guntur ”. I am
thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"Many of life's failures are people who did not realize
how close they were to success when they gave up."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known in
Andhra Pradesh, Dasari Amroos Vijaykumar S/o naasimha
Rao - never lost his self-confidence and finished his training
in April, 2017 in Guntur and Got placed himself in one of
the popular Retail Sectors that is in “Reliance Trends” as a
Sales Associate in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to SEEDAP,
EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"Successful and unsuccessful people do not vary
greatly in their abilities. They vary in their desires
to reach their potential."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known in
Andhra Pradesh, Rebbarapu Manohar S/o Nageswara
Rao - never lost his self-confidence and finished his
training in Apil,2017 in Guntur and Got placed himself
in one of the popular Retail Sectors that is in “Best Price”
as a Sales Associate in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to
SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"A successful man is one who can lay a firm
foundation with the bricks others have thrown
at him."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, Bellamkonda Venkata
Manikanta S/o Sinivasa Rao - never lost his selfconfidence and finished his training in May, 2017
in Guntur and Got placed himself in one of the
popular Retail Sectors that is in “Big Bazaar” as a
Sales Associate in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to
SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

"Opportunities don't happen. You create them."
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known
in Andhra Pradesh, Satuluri Nagarjuna S/o Sinivasa
Rao-never lost his self-confidence and finished his
training in April, 2017 in Guntur and Got placed
himself in one of the popular Retail Sectors that is in
“Big Bazaar” as a Sales Associate in the “Guntur”. I
am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy
Pvt. Ltd.

“Success doesn’t come to you, you’ve got to go to it.”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known in
Andhra Pradesh, Yalagala Srinivasa Rao S/o Peda Govindu
- never lost his self-confidence and finished his training in
April, 2017 in Guntur and Got placed himself in one of the
popular Retail Sectors that is in “Best Price” as a Sales
Associate in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM
and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

“Action is the fundamental key to success.”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, say yad M ahabu
Subhani S/o Sayyad- never lost his self-confidence
and finished his training in April,2017 in Guntur
and Got placed himself in one of the popular Retail
Sectors that is in “Big Bazaar” as a Sales Associate
in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and
EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

“Preparation is the key to success.”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, Mallela Koteswara Rao
S/o Sathya Ramaya - never lost his self-confidence
and finished his training in April, 2017 in Guntur
and Got placed himself in one of the popular Retail
Sectors that is in “Reliance Trends” as a Sales
Associate in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to SEEDAP,
EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

“Success comes in cans, failure in cant's”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, Pratthipati Akhil Babu
S/o China Rao-never lost his self-confidence and
finished his training in June, 2017 in Guntur and
Got placed himself in one of the popular Retail
Sectors that is in “Big Bazaar” as a Sales Associate
in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and
EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

“Success means having the courage, the
determination, and the will to become the
person you believe you were meant to be.”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known in
Andhra Pradesh, Singala Krishna S/o Malikarjuna Rao
never lost his self-confidence and finished his training in
April, 2017 in Guntur and Got placed himself in one of
the popular Retail Sectors that is in “Best Price” as a Sales
Associate in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM
and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

“There’s no elevator to success. You have to
take the stairs.”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, Makkena Ganapathi S/o
Sinivasa Rao - never lost his self-confidence and
finished his training in April, 2017 in Guntur and
Got placed himself in one of the popular Retail
Sectors that is in “Big Bazaar” as a Sales Associate
in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and
EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

“Success is a ladder that cannot be climbed
with your hands in your pocket.”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, Yellavula Srinivasarao
S/o Rama Rao - never lost his self-confidence and
finished his training in April, 2017 in Guntur and
Got placed himself in one of the popular Retail
Sectors that is in “Big Bazaar” as a Sales Associate
in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and
EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

“Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is
the key to success. If you love what you are doing,
you will be successful.”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known in
Andhra Pradesh, Pujala Narendra S/o Krishna Rao never lost his self-confidence and finished his training
in August, 2017 in Guntur and Got placed himself in
one of the popular Computer Organization that is in
“Nifty Solutions” as a Compute Operator in the
“Vijayawada”. I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and
EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

“Action is the fundamental key to success.”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, Damala Pradeep S/o
Ravi- never lost his self-confidence and finished his
training in April, 2017 in Guntur and Got placed
himself in one of the popular Retail Sectors that is
in “Forever” as a Sales Associate in the “Guntur”. I
am Thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS
Academy Pvt. Ltd.

“Success doesn’t come to you, you’ve got to go
to it.”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, Bandi Nagamalleswari
D/o Venkaeswara reddy - never lost her selfconfidence and finished her training in April, 2017
in Guntur and Got placed herself in one of the
popular Retail Sectors that is in “Forever” as a
Sales Associate in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to
SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

“Success comes in cans, failure in cant's”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, Bandi Nagamalleswari
D/o Venkaeswara reddy - never lost her selfconfidence and finished her training in April, 2017
in Guntur and Got placed herself in one of the
popular Retail Sectors that is in “Forever” as a
Sales Associate in the “Guntur”. I am thankful to
SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

“There is no elevator to success. You have to
take the stairs.”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly known
in Andhra Pradesh, Karam Ashok S/o Ramanagha
never lost his self-confidence and finished his
training in April, 2017 in Guntur and Got placed
himself in one of the popular Retail Sectors that is in
“Forever” as a Sales Associate in the “Guntur”. I am
thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and EDUJOBS Academy Pvt.
Ltd.

“Action is the fundamental key to success.”
Coming from a village whose name is hardly
known in Andhra Pradesh, Chinta Sai Kumar S/o
Rama Rao - never lost his self-confidence and
finished his training in April, 2017 in Guntur and
Got placed himself in one of the popular Retail
Sectors that is in “Forever” as a Sales Associate in
the “Guntur”. I am thankful to SEEDAP, EGM and
EDUJOBS Academy Pvt. Ltd.

Thank You

